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Romania - Circus in motion
Built in 1961, the Bucharest State Circus
Building, one of the largest circuses in
Europe at that time, still hosts high quality
artistic performances following the best
Romanian tradition. After its foundation, it
experienced a new bloom in the ‘60s not only
in Romania but also abroad, exporting to all
Europe a tradition of talented acrobats,
jugglers, tightrope walkers, spectacular flying
and...

read more...

Poland - A colour changing skyline
Warsaw is continuously changing with new
parks and boulevards taking shape on its
riverfront and sparkling glass towers
enhancing its expanding skyline. The
greatest symbol of this ongoing change is
undoubtedly Zlota 44, the tallest residential
tower in Europe and Poland’s most luxurious
housing estate development. Designed by
the world-famous architect Daniel Libeskind,
who grew...

read more...

WILA lights up the Library of the
Bavarian State Parliament
The library of the Bavarian state parliament
serves as a source of information for
members of parliament, the parliamentary
groups and parliamentary admin staff. The
library contains some 60,000 volumes in total
and has approx. 300 current issues of
magazines at politicians’ disposal. Focal
publications include legal literature, current
political literature as well as general

political literature as well as general
encyclopaedia and...

read more...

Graph-i-Line: exceeding the
architectural lighting sector limits
These newly conceived versatile and
powerful architectural LED fixtures enable an
endless layout of patterns and graphics
display with an optimal pixel resolution.
Graph-i-line 20 and 40 Mounted on large
surfaces, these very high impact waterproof
LED bars are capable of reproducing almost
any visual concept, screening video-footage
or displaying a boundless layout of graphic
patterns. The independent...

read more...

Bank holiday long weekend
We would like to inform you that, on the
occasion of the Republic Day, our company
will be closed on June, 2....

read more...
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